openSUSE admin - tickets #40466
New top level project in OBS
2018-08-31 07:29 - tchvatal@suse.cz

Status:

Rejected

Start date:

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

opensuse-admin-obs

% Done:

100%

Category:

OBS

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:
Description
Hello,
Could you please create me a top level project called PERLUR (all
uppercase) in the OBS?
It would be special project containing backports for Leap/SLES/Centos
of package latest versions done by Mark (here in CC).
TIA
Tom
Subtasks:
History
#1 - 2018-08-31 11:57 - cboltz
- Category set to OBS
- Assignee set to opensuse-admin-obs
I'll ask the usual question before handing over to the OBS admins: Does this really need to be a top-level project, or would a subproject under an
existing (which?) project also be ok?
#2 - 2018-08-31 11:59 - tchvatal@suse.cz
- File signature.asc added
As this is request from the member to have toplevel project for this
fun with subprojects for various distributions I think we should be
fine with toplevel prj.
Tom
admin@opensuse.org píše v Pá 31. 08. 2018 v 11:57 +0000:
[openSUSE Tracker]
Issue #40466 has been updated by cboltz.
Category set to OBS
Assignee set to opensuse-admin-obs
I'll ask the usual question before handing over to the OBS admins:
Does this really need to be a top-level project, or would a
subproject under an existing (which?) project also be ok?
tickets #40466: New top level project in OBS
https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/40466#change-146675
Author: tchvatal@suse.cz
Status: New
Priority: Normal
Assignee: opensuse-admin-obs
Category: OBS
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* Target version:
Hello,
Could you please create me a top level project called PERLUR (all
uppercase) in the OBS?
It would be special project containing backports for Leap/SLES/Centos
of package latest versions done by Mark (here in CC).
TIA
Tom
---Files-------------------------------signature.asc (833 Bytes)

#3 - 2018-09-14 12:49 - cboltz
- Private changed from Yes to No
OBS team, any progress on this?
#4 - 2018-09-14 13:04 - adrianSuSE
We create new top level projects only under the thread of multiple megaton bombs...
Why not just use existing devel:languages:perl:UR or alike? What is standing the UR for?
#5 - 2019-12-01 11:55 - lrupp
- Status changed from New to Rejected
Closing old tickets, feel free to re-open (by reply), if the issue is still valid.
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